
TABLETOP WARNING SIGNS 

ARTICLE

UWCHPN0070

UWCHPN0105

UWCHPN0150

UWCHPN0210 

UWCHPD0070

UWCHPD0105

UWCHPD0150

UWCHPD0210

SIZE

70 mm

105 mm

150 mm

210 mm

70 mm

105 mm

150 mm

210 mm

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

Do not forget to order PET or Acrylic pockets or Chalkboard

ARTICLE

UPCUAD00A4

UPCUAD00A5

UPCUAD00A6

UPCUAD0081

UPCUAD0058

ACRYLIC POCKET U TYPE

POSTER

210 X 297 mm

148 X 210 mm

105 X 148 mm

216 X 280 mm

140 X 216 mm

PET POCKET U TYPE

ARTICLE

UPCUPD00A4

UPCUPD00A5

UPCUPD00A6

UPCUPD0081

UPCUPD0058

POSTER

210 X 297 mm

148 X 210 mm

105 X 148 mm

216 X 280 mm

140 X 216 mm

ARTICLE

UPCUWD00A4

UPCUWD00A5

UPCUWD00A6

UPCUWD0081

UPCUWD0058

CHALKBOARD

SIZE

210 X 297 mm

148 X 210 mm

105 X 148 mm

216 X 280 mm

140 X 216 mm

PYRAMID CARD HOLDER
Made of solid Beech wood, Pyramid Car Holder is 
mobile option for displaying menus, business cards, 
price tickets, or many other announcement purposes. 
It is nicely lacquered finished with round corners.
It is good for displaying  both ways. Pyramid Card 
Holder is suitable for both indoor and outdoor places 
such as shops, restaurants, cafes and bars. To ensure 
sustainability of the quality, Pyramid Card Holders
are lacquered finished which is resistant to spill of
food and fizzy drinks.

CARD HOLDER DOUBLE SIDED
Made of solid Beech wood, Card Holder is double sided 
mobile options for displaying menus, business cards, 
price tickets, gift cards or many other purposes. It is 
nicely lacquered finished with round corners. It is good for 
displaying  both ways. There are one channel on each side 
of Card holder one of which is 90 degrees angle and other 
one of which is 75 degrees angle. Card Holder is suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor places such as shops, restaurants, 
cafes and bars. To ensure sustainability of the quality, Card 
Holder is lacquered finished which is resistant to spill of 
food and fizzy drinks.

TICKET HOLDER
Made of solid Beech wood, Ticker Holders are very 
economic options for displaying menus, business cards, 
price tickets, gift cards or many other purposes. It is 
nicely lacquered finished with round corners. It is good for 
displaying  both ways. Ticket Holder is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor places such as shops, restaurants, 
cafes and bars. To ensure sustainability of the quality,
Ticket Holders are lacquered finished which is resistant
to spill of food and fizzy drinks.

CURVED DESKTOP MENU HOLDER
Modern style beech plywood menu holder is light and 
affordable. Suitable for use in restaurants, retail stores 
and any commercial environment. Simply slide the 
leaflets in to PET pocket and then  slide the PET pocket 
in to grooves of the wooden columns. Prints are easy by 
sliding in.  Curved Menu Holders are made of the finest 
materials while providing the highest level of quality.
To ensure sustainability of the quality, wood menu 
holders are lacquered finished which is resistant to
spill of food and fizzy drinks.

DUO DESKTOP MENU HOLDER STRAIGHT CUT
Modern style beech plywood menu holder is light and 
affordable. Suitable for use in restaurants, retail stores 
and any commercial environment. Simply slide the 
leaflets in to PET pocket and then  slide the PET pocket 
in to grooves of the wooden columns. Prints are easy by 
sliding in.  Curved Menu Holders are made of the finest 
materials while providing the highest level of quality.  To 
ensure sustainability of the quality, wood menu holders are 
lacquered finished which is resistant to spill of food and fizzy 
drinks.

DUO DESKTOP MENU HOLDER VINTAGE CUT
Modern style beech plywood menu holder is light and 
affordable. Suitable for use in restaurants, retail stores 
and any commercial environment. Simply slide the leaflets 
in to PET pocket and then  slide the PET pocket in to 
grooves of the wooden columns. Prints are easy by sliding 
in.  Curved Menu Holders are made of the finest materials 
while providing the highest level of quality. To ensure 
sustainability of the quality, wood menu holders
are lacquered finished which is resistant to spill of food
and fizzy drinks.

FORT DESKTOP MENU HOLDER
STRAIGHT CUT
Modern style, made of beech wood, Fort Desktop 
Menu Holder is light and affordable solution for 
restaurants, retail stores and any commercial 
environment. Simply slide the leaflet into grooves of 
the wooden columns. Prints are easy to change from 
top.  Fort Desktop Menu Holder is made of the finest 
materials while providing the highest level of quality.  
Basic and vintage styles offers options to users.
To ensure sustainability of the quality, wood menu 
holders are lacquered finished which is resistant to
spill of food and fizzy drinks.

FORT DESKTOP MENU HOLDER
VINTAGE CUT
Modern style, made of beech wood, Fort Desktop 
Menu Holder is light and affordable solution for 
restaurants, retail stores and any commercial 
environment. Simply slide the leaflet into grooves of 
the wooden columns. Prints are easy to change from 
top.  Fort Desktop Menu Holder is made of the finest 
materials while providing the highest level of quality.  
Basic and vintage styles offers options to users. To 
ensure sustainability of the quality, wood menu holders 
are lacquered finished which is resistant to spill of food 
and fizzy drinks.

ARTICLE

UWCH0N0070

UWCH0N0105

UWCH0N0150

UWCH0N0210

UWCH0D0070

UWCH0D0105

UWCH0D0150

UWCH0D0210

SIZE

70 mm

105 mm

150 mm

210 mm

70 mm

105 mm

150 mm

210 mm

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

ARTICLE

UWTH0N0010

UWTH0D0010

SIZE

40 X 41 mm

40 X 41 mm

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

NATURAL WOOD

UWDM0CN0A5

UWDM0CN0A4

UWDM0CN058

UWDM0CN081

DARK WOOD

UWDM0CD0A5

UWDM0CD0A4

UWDM0CD058

UWDM0CD081

SIZE

A5

A4

5.5”X8.5” 

8.5”X11”

ARTICLE

UWDM0DN0A4

UWDM0DN0A5

UWDM0DD0A4

UWDM0DD0A5

SIZE

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5” 

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5”  

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

ARTICLE

UWDMVDN0A4

UWDMVDN0A5

UWDMVDD0A4

UWDMVDD0A5

SIZE

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5” 

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5”  

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

ARTICLE

UWDM0FN0A4

UWDM0FN0A5

UWDM0FD0A4

UWDM0FD0A5

SIZE

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5” 

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5”  

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood

ARTICLE

UWDMVFN0A4

UWDMVFN0A5

UWDMVFD0A4

UWDMVFD0A5

SIZE

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5” 

A4 - 8.5”X11”

A5 - 5.5”X8.5”  

DESCRIPTION

Natural Wood

Natural Wood

Dark Wood

Dark Wood


